PEEK

IBOOTH

ZS2460

Zuma

iBooth Privacy Enclosures
™

A portable screen that is perfect in today’s workplace, where informal
spaces are transformed into places where people gather, collaborate,
share and learn.

iBooth is an innovative enclosure designed for today’s mobile world
of interactive devices, where connection is everywhere but privacy is
limited. The iBooth offers both sound dampening and privacy while
maintaining visibility to the surrounding space. The wall mounted and
freestanding models are easily placed in collaborative and common
areas, connecting corridors, lobbies, public and private space for
anyone’s convenience. Shown with the StackR stool.
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Zuma is a lightweight movable screen with an acoustic core that allows
easy placement within seating areas to create privacy for meetings
and conversation. Its low-profile steel base is designed to stack when
stored.
FREESTANDING

STACKR

ZS2460
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GTR36

GTF84

GoTo Tables

GoTo Wall

GoTo wall-mounted worktables use minimal space for maximum utility.
Ideal for short-term mobile multi-taskers. The standing height work
surface is offered with or without foot rail and wall panel for concealing
the electrical wire way. Includes convenient hooks for messenger bags,
purses and backpacks.

GoTo tables are designed to address the shift in contemporary office design where
informal spaces are transformed into places where people gather, collaborate,
share and learn. Freestanding worktables in two styles provide a connection space
for focused tasks in public space, airports, lobby, meeting, lounge, in-between and
third spaces.

StackR stools are suitable for the GoTo Wall and Tables.
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GTP96

GTW36

STACKR
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PVC MOSAICO

GTP84
ECOSTRONG

PVC TRANSLUCENT & CINDER

ECOWALL

PVC LEAVES/TRANSLUCENT

ECOSTRONG

Slalom Modular Partitions

Slalom Partitions, Wall & Ceiling

EcoFlex acoustical panels can be configured into a series of curves,
straight runs and corner partitions for dividing and defining space. EcoFlex
panels are finished in Trevira CS fabrics.

EcoStrong are rigid, sound absorbent panels finished in Trevira CS
fabrics. Ideal for freestanding partitions, desk screens and ceiling
baffle applications. EcoStrong panels can be installed with cables,
magnets and suction cups for glass.

Slalom PVC panels have 0º-360º flexibility, are self-extinguishing, and
available in solid, translucent and screen printed designs.

EcoWall panels provide excellent acoustical correction and help control
ambient noise levels. Installed on vertical surfaces and mounted with
double-sided tape.

EcoSlalom panels are ecologically friendly, made of 100% Polyester fiber that
provides good acoustical correction and helps to control ambient noise levels.
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ECOFLEX

ECOSTRONG

ECOSTRONG
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MB3648

PICKUP

GB2436
GLASS
GB2436

GRAB

MeetUp

Visual Communication Collection
Designed to bring style and convenience to conferencing
in corporate, education and healthcare environments. From
Glass and Porcelain writing surfaces to Track systems
and Combination Bulletin Boards these essentials provides the
elements that turn an average presentation into a standout event.

The MeetUp mobile easel with dual writing surfaces and storage for
light-weight Grab stools, is perfect for meetings that pop up around
the office. MeetUp wall-mounted writing surfaces float off the wall with
a thin edge and sleek integral marker and eraser tray.

Parallel

Parallel is a modular system of products that support what people do;
personal communication, display and storage. Select from glass writing
surfaces, tack boards, utility shelves, clocks and hooks.
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Tactics Plus

®

PARALLEL

MCG2432

MM-LMB

TACTICS PLUS

Tactics Plus is designed for conferencing, presentations and
training with a dual wall track for easy positioning and maximum
capacity.
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POLYGON

GRAB

STACKR

PickUp

Stools & Tables

PickUp tables are designed to complement seating areas
for informal meetings, collaborative brainstorming sessions,
or as an individual worktable.

For public, lobby, meeting, lounge, in-between and third
spaces. A selection of stools & tables offers a sturdy, but
visually lightweight designs available in a variety of finishes.

The unique design can be nested for easy storage, and
arranged to create a single round table.
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HANGOVER TABLE

HTS

ARROW
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MESA

TRB2438

TMR2040S
ARROW

OASIS

OASIS

MESA

Benches

Designed to work within a variety of architectural styles,
the Bench Collection offers a refined aesthetic and outstanding
performance in corporate and university campuses, healthcare,
hospitality, transportation and public spaces. Manufactured using
the highest quality, most durable environmentally friendly materials,
the Bench Collection blends unique elements of comfort and
design with functionality, complementing any surrounding.
CARDIFF
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OCEANO

CRATER

LOW-SPEED

WING
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LIFTOFF

TRIA

TIMO

RESORT

1037

DUO

REFORM

Waste & Recycling Receptacles

A variety of designs offering the utmost in utility for waste management and single or
multi-stream recycling. Ideal for interior and exterior use with a full range of top configurations,
sizes and finishes including steel, aluminum, fiberglass, laminate and roto-molded plastic.
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REFORM

KONA

TILT

TIMO

TILT

HEXBINS

FIBERGLASS
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KONA RECEPTACLE

KONA

TRIA

7831

7935

7970

7902

Planters

POPCARTS

Wheelies & PopCarts
®

Designed to function beautifully, efficiently and durably in both interior
and exterior installations, fiberglass and steel planters combine
elegance and detail in defining and enhancing common and public
space. Available in PPP colors with coordinating receptacles.

Designed to support mobile work strategies, collaboration and personal tools, anywhere
in the workplace. PopCarts’ top work surface is hinged, with a soft down stay, for access to
storage. Large opening allows easy access for messenger bags, purses and backpacks.

MONTREAL
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R127212

Wheelies are designed for maximum utility and flexibility in all types of office, meeting,
training, seminar and conference environments. Fully mobile, Wheelies offer a convenient
place for equipment, filing and storage for a quick response to a variety of tasks.

CYLINDRICAL
7907

7990
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A4232

USZ

ESB

MS3

PMS-GL

Envision Shelving & Display

PepperMint Showcases
®

®

The PepperMint Showcase Collection presents a solution for showcasing
important items, trophies and documents in Freestanding and Wall
mounted display cases. Designed to function in places where people
gather, they will accommodate products for sale or display. The handsome
profiles of these cases add style and distinction to any interior, while
enhancing the value of their contents. Custom designs and configurations
offer no limit to your imagination.
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SA

Versatile, flexible and functional, the Envision Collection represents clean,
modern solutions for maximizing available wall space. The aesthetically
pleasing elliptical uprights and compatible components provide unlimited
designs for shelving, storage, presentation and display. Ideal for use in
corporate, educational, retail, institutional and healthcare environments.
Envision the possibilities. . .

USZ-B

US

MS2

MS3

PR
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4101

4084

4003

4103

4123

4001

481P

605

Magazine & Literature Racks

Designed for public space, lobbies, corporate workplace, educational or institutional
and medical facilities. Our innovative line of premium quality racks completes the
look and function of the interior space. Wall mounted and freestanding models
offered in wood and color finishes.
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4141

5670

4034
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It’s 1:48 everywhere

300

820

325

881

500

IB3024

382

Clocks

A wide selection of clocks with modern graphics and bezel finishes are available
in analog and digital models, multi-functional displays and message centers.

SyncTech

®

SyncTech offers wireless time technology for facility-wide time and emergency
messaging. Transmitting synchronized time throughout your facility via a single
master transmitter. Synchronized time shouldn’t mean a compromise in design.
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MESSAGE CENTER

830

GROOVY

343
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2025
2078

2083

2155

2001

2090

2052

2006

2012

2142

Hooks & Hangers

Artform

®

Artform, a complete line of premium quality hat and coat hooks, coat trees, hangers
and racks. Available in a wide range of styles, materials and finishes, Artform offers
superb craftsmanship, engineering and attention to detail.
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2195

2085

V1616

2090

2091

2133

To compliment the look and feel of design-driven interiors, our broad
collection of hooks is also available on mounting bars in wood finishes
or color.
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ICP-2M

IC-TX

ECOWALL

ICF-2

ICON

healthFirst & ICON Alert Signage

SCOOP

Clip & Scoop

®

HealthFIRST Infection Control Centers promote the use of personal
protection products, reducing the risk of cross contamination. Wall mounted
and freestanding models provide dispensers for sanitizer, masks, tissues,
gloves and gowns.

The ideal solution when extra seating is needed in healthcare,
hospitality, corporate, government and educational settings.
Each folding chair has a space saving wall bracket to store up to (4)
chairs for simple convenient out of the way storage.

The ICON Alert Sign communicates critical patient information to the
doctor, nurse or clinician. Easily lock and unlock the colorful information
tabs as needed, using the “push and slide” system concealed behind
the hinged panel.
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CLIP

ICX-1

C8
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4031H

4101H

MESSAGE CENTER
H3216-2

Parallel & Patient Information

Patient Centers & Charting

Parallel enhances the overall convenience and comfort of patients,
caregivers and visitors with a modular system of products.

The Guest Center provides an adaptable environment for family, caregivers and
visitors. It combines a work surface with storage, task light and power receptacle.

Select the elements you need from glass writing surfaces, tack boards,
mirrors, clocks, coat hooks, utility shelves and file/chart pockets.
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116

V2040-2N

The Message Center keeps caregivers and patients informed with a glass writing
surface, analog clock, card insert retainer, and pen/eraser storage, while using a
minimal amount of wall space.

IB3624X

4001H

GUEST CENTER

Multipurpose racks are specially designed for HIPAA, tablets, charting and storage,
available in many styles and finishes.
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RG3624

CS10

CS30

CS20

ClinArt

INTEGRATE Charting & Computing Stations

Adding art to your message advances the process of healing through effective
patient-caregiver communication. Graphic boards slide in and out for easy changes
in clinician information or room reconfiguration. The glass writing surface and steel
frame promotes infection prevention with smooth non-porous, easily cleaned materials.

INTEGRATE provides space efficient security and storage for monitors, keyboards, laptops,
scanners, CPUs, and medical charts. Engineered for healthcare environments, with single
key access, auto-close work surfaces, flush door pulls and easy wire management. Simple
installation and adaptability; constructed in durable steel and aluminum, finished in powder
coated colors.
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RG2436

REMOVABLE GRAPHIC

CS40
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Peter Pepper had a vision: products designed to enliven the workplace
environment, and In 1952 that vision became a reality.
The mandate was clear: the strength of this vision must start by demanding
the highest caliber of design, producing an inspired product line, offering
unparalleled selection.
Peter Pepper’s vision was one of responsiveness and synergy; establishing
relationships based on partnership and performance.
For more than 60 years, Peter Pepper Products has consistently delivered
high quality products, identifying real solutions and solving your most
complex problems; never compromising the integrity of the design.
At Peter Pepper Products we continue to maintain the spirit of Peter Pepper’s
vision; to enrich environments and uplift people with products for workplace,
healthcare, education, government, institutional and hospitality.
Design and Performance.
Diversity and Practicality.
Vision is fact. Peter Pepper Products.

PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS
800 496 0204
peterpepper.com
info@peterpepper.com

